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Objectives

- Describe current demographics
- Pose questions around
  - What/Who is the focus of environmental justice
    - What/who is the focus of EJ
    - Short term
    - Future
What’s happening?

- Travel changes
- “Graying of the Baby Boomers”
- Increasingly diverse
- “Millennial Effect”
- Diversity
Work related travel choices

- 86% drive alone
- 5% public transit
- Hispanic and Asian worker >70% drive alone
- Hispanic workers transition to autos
What is happening

- Baby Boomers retiring in place (2010)
- Households characteristics
  - Empty nesters
  - Retirees
  - Single
General Trends

Households
- Declining rate of formation
- Increasing size
- Greater diversity in composition
General Trends

- Immigration primary source of growth
- Baby Boomers are working longer
- Baby Boom Echo generation is diverse
General Trends

- Impact
  - Declining work to home based trips
  - Trip chaining
  - Generational and income life style differences
Aging
Household composition
Equity
Who is EJ intended to help?
Who would it assist?
How will matters be identified?
What tools are needed?
Questions